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7 February, Dagmar Provijn (Gent)
“Goal-directed proofs as multi-tool”
    Comments Tim De Mey (EUR)

21 February, Olivier Roy (Groningen)
“Interactive Rationality and Responsiveness to Reasons” (Joint work with Eric Pacuit, TILPS)
    Comments Elias Tsakas (Maastricht)

7 March, Michel de Vroey (Louvain-la-Neuve)
“Lucas on the Relationship between Theory and Ideology”
    Comments Marcel Boumans (UvA)

21 March, Conrad Heilmann (EUR)
“Foundations of Time Discounting”
    Comments Marcel Boumans (UvA)

4 April, Peter Rodenburg (Amsterdam)
“Measurement as a Heuristic Action; The Case of early Unemployment Measurement”
    Comments Julian Reiss (EUR)

18 April, Filip Buekens (Leuven, Tilburg)
“Searlean Reflections on Holy Mountains”
    Comments Frank Hindriks (Groningen)
2 May, Sacha Bourgeois-Gironde (Paris)
“How Neural Data can make Sense in Economics”
Comments Jan Stoop (ESE)

16 May, Christoph Fehige (Saarland University)
“Peace, Tolerance and the Obligation to Do the Best”
Comments Rutger Claassen (Leiden)

5 July, Mauro Rossi (Montreal)
“Degrees of Preference Satisfaction”
Room H5-32